Shinola Talks and America Walks - Who are you Ammon Bundy?

As one of the supposedly “fake” judges referenced in the recent NLA hit pieces, I have to observe that I am going about my lawful business unmolested by the Federales and if Ammon Bundy or any of these other fine patriots had listened to me instead of leaning on their own ignorance, they wouldn’t be in federal prison.

As Mark Twain observed— it isn’t what we know that gets us in trouble. It’s what we THINK we know that just ain’t so.

My sympathies and heart are 100% with these men, but the truth is that you can lead a horse to water, but..... as with Thomas Deegan in West Virginia, too.

The further truth is that these men are all naturally “State Citizens” under Article IV, Section 2 of the Federal Constitution, but they are being mischaracterized and prosecuted as “citizens of the United States” under Amendment XIV of the Corporate Constitution instead.

In their ignorance, they are clinging to this foreign political status— literally clinging to their chains---and they are being prosecuted accordingly. Truly, I say to all of you that they will continue to be railroaded and “made examples of” and they will lose their good names and their property and spend many long years in jail and be held responsible for crimes they did not commit because they have forgotten who they are.

Which is the same problem that causes them to mistake who I am, too. Time to wake up and ask yourselves--- am I a Puerto Rican?
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